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SOSAC ALBUM 

OPTIONS 
 
 

Our	  bespoke	  album	  collec6on	  
includes	  three	  different	  styles:	  	  

 
 SOSAC Flushmount Album 

 
SOSAC Fine Art Album 

 
SOSAC Matted Album 

 



 

 SOSAC  
FLUSHMOUNT  

ALBUM 
 



Square 10 x10 inch flushmount linen album. 
Upgrade available to 12 x 12 inch size.  

FLUSHMOUNT 



 
Our stylish FLUSHMOUNT album is handcrafted 

and of exceptional quality. The images are 
expertly printed on photographic paper and 
hand mounted ‘flush’ to an unbending white 
base page. This gives a sleek, contemporary 

look to the album and allows for stunning 
layouts such as bleeding images to the edge of 

the page. It comes in two square sizes, 10x10 
inch and a more generous 12x12 inch. The 

album is finished with embossing. The distinctive 
linen cover is made with iris fabric and has a 

beautiful natural feel. 	  

FLUSHMOUNT 



 
Side view of the 10x10 flushmount linen album displaying 

it’s thick unbending white page base 	  
	  

FLUSHMOUNT 



12x12 flushmount linen album lay-flat page design 
FLUSHMOUNT 



Range of linen cover options for the 10x10 or 12x12 flushmount album  
FLUSHMOUNT 



   Linen cover choices for the 10x10 and 12x12  flushmount linen albums 

FLUSHMOUNT 



12 x12 inch flushmount leather album  
FLUSHMOUNT 



12 x12 leather flushmount album  
FLUSHMOUNT 



If you choose to upgrade from  
a 10x10 to a 12x12 album then  

you have the additional choice  
of these genuine leather covers.  

 
 
 

The 12x12 flushmount leather  
Album is beautifully presented 
 in a soft linen cloth envelope  

and a beige linen presentation 
 box.  

 

FLUSHMOUNT 



 

SOSAC  
FINE ART  
ALBUM 

 



14x10 inch fine art album 
FINE ART 



The chic FINE ART album is also flush 
mounted. It is printed on an exquisite 
smooth fine art paper with a delicate 

watercolour texture. The album has a lay 
flat page design with the images printed 
straight onto the velvety, textured fine art 

paper and mounted on gorgeous thin card 
in a sturdy leather binding. It exudes 

craftsmanship and creativity and is simply 
beautiful to the touch. It's stunning leather 

cover is beautifully hand finished with subtly 
rounded corners. It is finished with 

debossing. It comes in a 14x10 inch size, 
including a linen presentation box to store 

and protect the album.  

FINE ART 



Beautiful cotton, fine art paper with lay-flat page design 
FINE ART 



  Features unique rounded corners in a sturdy leather binding 

FINE ART 



14x10 inch Fine Art Leather Album with Two 7x5 inch copy albums.  
FINE ART 



  Air Force Blue Antique White Dark Blue Duck Egg 

Black Burgundy Dark Green Sage 

Latte Slate 
FINE ART 



 
A set of two 5 x 7 inch parent albums (scaled  

down replicates of the main album), are  
available for the fine art album. They come  

with a choice of beautiful leatherette covers, 
as detailed on the following pages: 

 

FINE ART 



Alpine Aubergine Black 

Bronze Burgundy Chestnut Chocolate 

FINE ART 

White 



Pillar Box Raspberry Royal Blue Sky Blue 

Slate Tan 

FINE ART 



 

SOSAC  
MATTED 
ALBUM 

 



 14X10 Queensberry matted album  
MATTED 



Our luxury, Queensberry MATTED album is 
classic in nature and craftsmanship but with 

a modern twist. The photos are classically 
presented on photographic paper and set 

down in raised ivory textured mats. For a 
stylized finish the mats sit slightly in from the 
edge of the page. This allows the pages to 

lie flat and gives a contemporary feel to this 
luxurious album. The album is meticulously 

hand-finished using the finest genuine 
leather and comes with a square cover 
motif displaying names and date and a 
translucent title page.  It is available in a 
generous 14x10 inch size. Queensberry 

albums are presented in a black velvet bag 
inside a Queensberry box. This premium 
album is the epitome of luxury and style!  

MATTED 



Photos are presented on photographic paper and set down on raised ivory mats  
	  	   MATTED 



Each Queensberry album starts with a translucent title page 

MATTED 



Black Pebble 

Thick textured ivory matts 

Ivory Crecko Oil 

MATTED 



White square cover motif displaying names and date 

MATTED 



Range of leather cover options  
MATTED 



 

Thank you for taking the time  
to learn more about our albums. 

Hope you love them as much  
as we do;) 


